Co1/3NbS2 is the only magnetically intercalated layered transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) suggested to experience the complete suppression of magnetic order under pressure. From elastic neutron scattering we report the direct evidence for the reduction of the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature under pressure, up to complete suppression of magnetic order around 1.7 GPa. The static and ac magnetic susceptibility measurements reveal strong frustration in the magnetic subsystem, and spin canting responsible for the appearance of ferromagnetic (FM) component in dominantly antiferromagnetic (AF) ordered state. The electric transport in directions perpendicular and parallel to layers is explored for the first time in magnetically intercalated TMDs, in the wide temperature and pressure ranges. We show that electric transport reacts differently to magnetic ordering in directions along and perpendicular to layers, with the in-plane conductivity increasing, and the out-of-plane conductivity decreasing in the ordered state. At pressures above 3 GPa, we identify the appearance of the Kondo scattering regime. We use ab-initio calculations to explore the electronic structure in magnetically ordered state, the nature of magnetic interactions, and the mechanism responsible for the changes observed under pressure. The mechanisms of suppression of magnetic order under pressure are scrutinized in the light of these experimental and theoretical findings. We conclude that magnetic couplings beyond nearest-neighbors determine the nature of magnetic ordering. The suppression of ordering under pressure is ascribed to the pressure-induced shift in balance between super-exchange and Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) magnetic couplings, leading to amplified magnetic frustration.
I. INTRODUCTION
The research in transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMD's) lives its second golden age, following the first one of the '70s and the '80s of the last century [1, 2] . The renewed interest in TMD's is partially related to a boost of interest in atomically-thin systems in the graphene era [3] [4] [5] , and partially due to newly discovered electronic states and phase transitions in bulk materials [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The TMDs are quasi-two-dimensional systems characterized by the strong in-plane bonding and the weak inter-layer coupling. The resulting electronic system of reduced effective dimensionality is prone to various collective instabilities. The weak coupling between layers makes TMD's susceptible to the intercalation by various atoms and molecules [11, 12] . The intercalation with magnetic atoms connects TMD's to the wider field of research on the interplay between conducting electrons and magnetic lattice degrees of freedom [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . This line of research in TMD's has been only partially explored during their first golden age. Nowadays, this kind of interplay is known to produce unconventional electronic states, elaborate electronic phase diagrams, and quantum critical behavior in many families of materials, including superconducting cuprates [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , iron pnictides [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , and heavy fermion systems [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The particular advantage of TMD's lies in the possibility to combine various metallic layers with various magnetic intercalants. It offers the opportunity to fine-tune the coupling between two subsystems by relatively modest hydrostatic pressure. Additionally, and in variance with electronically less anisotropic systems, the magnetic atoms in intercalated TMD's are exploited quite differently in the charge transport in directions parallel and perpendicular to layers. Finally, the magnetically intercalated TMDs are known to develop various magnetic phases, witnessing the competition of magnetic couplings of different signs, ranges, and physical origins [11, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . The magnetic order in Co1/3NbS2 appears at much lower temperature than in other magnetically intercalated TMDs [2] . The ordering temperature (26 K) is also much lower than the Curie-Weiss temperature, determined from high-temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements [36] . This alone suggests the significant role of magnetic frustration in Co1/3NbS2. The triangular arrangement of magnetic moments within layers is partly responsible for the frustration, but not unique for Co1/3NbS2, as it appears in many other magnetically intercalated TMDs. Several research groups have addressed the antiferromagnetically ordered state. The observed arrangement of magnetic moments in Co1/3NbS2 comes under the name of the hexagonal ordering of the first kind. [42] Some doubts have remained regarding the orientation of spins within layers, and a possible non-zero average spin perpendicular to layer [2, 36, 42, 43] . Recently, we have presented transport measurements under pressure that indicate that the ordering temperature decreases under pressure, up to complete suppression of magnetic order [44] , thus opening the possibility for the quantum spin liquid embedded between metallic layers and stabilized by the interactions mediated through them. The mechanism of suppression of the AF ordering by pressure is unclear, although several propositions have been made [44] . One of them relies upon the well-known Doniach phase diagram [45] , and the assumption of the magnetic coupling between Co-magnetic moments and conducting electrons increasing under pressure. Somewhat related is the proposition that operates on purely phenomenological level, starting from the strong correlation between interlayer spacing and magnetic state of Co, experimentally observed in CoxNbS2 (x=0. 15-0.5) at ambient pressure [43] . This observation may be extrapolated into the assumption that Co magnetic moment is similarly affected when the interlayer spacing is altered by pressure instead of the varying concentration of intercalants. The third proposition relies on the magnetic frustration, showing already at ambient pressure, and possibly getting stronger under pressure. Here we present a collection of experimental and theoretical results aiming to clarify the physical circumstances and mechanisms operating in Co1/3NbS2. First, we report the elastic neutron scattering measurements that directly probe the reduction of the ordering temperature under pressure and the suppression of ordering above 1.7 GPa, Second, the in-plane transport measurements are extended well above the critical pressure, where the Kondo scattering regime is found. Third, we present the first measurements of electrical conduction anisotropy in magnetically intercalated TMDs in dependence of temperature and pressure. These measurements examine the role of magnetic ions in the charge transport in directions along and perpendicular to the NbS2 layers, revealing an unexpected behavior. Fourth, the ordered state is examined through ac and dc magnetic susceptibility measurements, suggesting ferromagnetic canting of magnetic moments in the ordered state, and explaining the disagreements raised in some previous studies. Fifth, we explore the origin of the unusual sensitivity of magnetic phase to hydrostatic pressure through simplified magnetic model with several types of magnetic interactions. Finally, we analyze in detail the results of ab initio electronic calculations, discerning the effects of intercalation on the electronic structure and their implications on electronic transport.
II. CRYSTAL AND METHODS
Single crystals of Co1/3NbS2 were grown from the vapor phase by iodine transport. [2] The crystal structure and preparation method can be found elsewhere [36] . The crystal structure of Co1/3NbS2 is derived from the one of the parent compound 2H-NbS2. Co ions are intercalated in-between NbS2 layers, at octahedral sites. They come in a regular triangular planar arrangement, forming the √3 0 × √3 0 superstructure, a 0 being the lattice constant of the hexagonal unit cell of the parent compound (a 0 = 0.331 nm in 2H-NbS2 [46] ) Co1/3NbS2 crystalizes in the hexagonal unit cell (space group P6322 and Pearson symbol hP20) [36] . The crystal axis c is perpendicular to layers, whereas the crystal axes a and b run along layers. Unit cell parameters of single crystal Co1/3NbS2 were determined at room temperature using Oxford Diffraction Xcalibur Nova R diffractometer with microfocus Cu tube (K line at 1.54184 Å). The data reduction and the calculation of unit cell parameters were done using the CrysAlis PRO program package [47] . Two large plate-like single crystals were selected for the determination of unit cells: crystal 1 (0.50 × 0.45 × 0.03 3 ) and crystal 2 (0.40 × 0.20 × 0.02 3 ) . For both crystals, we collected the diffraction data to completeness around 90 %; the unit cells were calculated from 217 and 234 reflections for crystals 1 and 2, respectively. At room temperature, the lattice parameters were determined to a = 0.576 nm and c = 1.186 nm. The comparison with the parent compound 2H-NbS2 shows that the intercalation weakly affects the NbS2 planes and their separation [48] . The samples for electrical resistivity measurements were cut into rectangular forms of sizes 1×0.2×0.03 mm 3 and 0.8×0.8×0.06 mm 3 , with the smallest dimension being perpendicular to NbS2 planes. Gold wires for transport measurements were attached to the crystals using the DuPont silver paste 6838, and cured in vacuum for 10 min at 200 K. Electrical resistivity along c axis ( ) was measured on larger crystal. The current contacts were painted in a circular form on 20% of the largest surfaces. Voltage contacts were put inside those circles. Much care was invested to position these contacts opposite to each other. Still, the error regarding the absolute value of is estimated to be up to 50%. The results for of NbS2 and Co1/3NbS2 were later confirmed using more precise method of focused ion beam (FIB) sample fabrication described in details elsewhere [49] . The shapes of both curves got confirmed through this comparison, although the absolute values varied up to 50% due to variation in sample quality between different batches. The electrical resistivity under pressure up to 2.5 GPa was measured using the self-clamped piston-cylinder pressure cell. The pressure was monitored in situ by measuring the resistance of a standard manganin pressure gauge. The pressure medium used was Daphne 7373 oil. The utility and high precision of this high-pressure experimental setup were already confirmed in other investigations [50] . Electrical resistivity under pressures up to 4.5 GPa was measured in Bridgman type pressure cell [51] . Neutron scattering measurements under pressure were performed using the triple-axis spectrometer at Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble using the in-house-made pressure cell [52] The dc magnetic susceptibility was measured using the SQUID magnetometry in the temperature range 2 -300 K and the magnetic field applied parallel or perpendicular to the c-axis. The isothermal magnetization curves were measured at different temperatures after cooling in zero field (zero-field-cooling, ZFC). The ac susceptibility measurements were performed using the non-SQUID CryoBIND ac susceptibility system [53] ,with the magnetic field (10 Oe rms) applied within the ab-plane of the crystal sample. Ab-initio calculations were performed using the Quantum ESPRESSO package [54] , with ultrasoft pseudopotentials from Pslibrary [55] . The kinetic energy cutoff for wave functions was 70 Ry, whereas the kinetic energy cutoff for charge density and potential was 600.0 Ry. We have used the PBE exchange energy functional [56] and the Marzari-Vanderbilt smearing [57] of the Fermi surface of 0.005 Ry. The Brillouin-zone sampling used in selfconsistent calculations for 2H-NbS2 was 19 × 19 × 5 k-points (with no shift) and 10 × 6 × 5 k-points (with no shift) for Co1/3NbS2. The density of states (DOS) and the Fermi surface were calculated with a denser k-point mesh. On-site Coulomb interaction on Co ions was taken into account within the DFT+U approach proposed by Cococcioni and de Gironcoli [58] . Hubbard interaction U on Co atoms was chosen to 5 eV. In simplest, the picture of the electronic structure of the material starts from the parent compound 2H-NbS2, featuring full sulphur p band, and half-filled niobium dz2 band, which accounts for the metallic properties of the material [59] . The bonding within layers is covalent, whereas between layers the cohesion is much weaker, and usually considered to originate from Van der Waals forces. Upon intercalation, the charge transfer estimated to two electrons per Co atom occurs between the intercalated Co ions and the dz2 band of the host [36] , simultaneously strengthening the bonding between layers. In the rigid band approximation, assumed within the simplest view of the electronic structure, the charge transfer affects only the filling of the niobium dz2 band, whereas the electrons left in crystal-field-split Co d orbitals form dispersionless bands. The electrons localized on Co d orbitals are responsible for the magnetic moment of Co ions. In reality, the number of electrons transferred from Co atom to NbS2 layers is non-integer, whereas the hybridization between Co-orbitals and NbS2 planes is finite and affects the physical properties of Co1/3NbS2 in various ways. It governs most of the physical processes and properties addressed in this paper, including the electric transport in the direction perpendicular to layers, and the scattering of electrons moving within layers. It also drives the interaction between magnetic moments on Co atoms, including the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction between Co moments, mediated by conduction electrons, as well as the super-exchange interaction, occurring mostly through sulfur atoms [60] . The experiments and calculations presented in further sections explore the consequences of these hybridizations and interactions to more detail. Fig. 1 shows the temperature dependence of electrical resistivity at ambient pressure in Co1/3NbS2 and 2H-NbS2 (the parent compound), measured in directions parallel (|| , ) and perpendicular (|| , ) to NbS2 layers. The resistivity measured in the direction parallel to layers shows metallic temperature dependence in both compounds. 2H-NbS2 becomes superconducting at 6.1 K (with extrapolated residual resistivity of 1.35 Ωcm and residualresistivity ratio (RRR) of 80), whereas the intercalated compound exhibits relatively high residual resistivity whose origin is not completely understood [2, 44] . A possible cause is the domain structure of intercalated ions, known to persist in intercalated TMD compounds [61] . Fig. 1 The electrical resistivity of Co1/3NbS2 and its parent compound 2H-NbS2 measured in the direction parallel (|| ) to NbS2 layers and along the c-axis (|| ), perpendicular to layers. The black line is the fit to Eq. (1). Note that c-axis resistivity is significantly lower in Co1/3NbS2 then in 2H-NbS2. The opposite is the case for the in-plane conductivity, implying much lower resistance anisotropy in the intercalated system. Note that the magnetic ordering in Co1/3NbS2, occurring below =26 K, has opposite effects on electric transport in directions parallel and perpendicular to layers.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Effect of intercalation on electrical resistivity
Regarding the electrical resistivity in the direction perpendicular to layers, , it is instructive to start from 2H-NbS2 where is much higher than . The anisotropy, / , already substantial at room temperature, ( / ) = 27, rises to a much larger value at low temperature, ( / ) 6 = 1300. This strong temperature dependence of anisotropy in 2H-NbS2 is primarily the consequence of much bigger residual resistance in than in . This property appears as robust, reproduced in our investigations of crystals from different batches and of different geometries [62] . Turning to Co1/3NbS2, the c-axis resistivity is two times smaller in the intercalated compound than in the parent compound. The difference in the interlayer distance can be partly responsible, found only slightly smaller in intercalated than in parent compound [48] . The hybridization between Co-orbitals and NbS2 layers is probably contributing as well, by providing an additional electronic conduction channel. We further discuss this in Section IV.B and Appendix B, where the electronic structure of the material is examined. Fig. 1 also shows that the magnetic ordering in Co1/3NbS2 is accompanied by the upturn in ( ) at Néel temperature, followed by a monotonic rise upon further cooling. This increase of resistivity upon spin-ordering is counterintuitive to some degree. In general, one expects the electronic scattering and electric resistivity getting smaller upon reducing spin disorder. The expected downturn in resistivity in the magnetically ordered state is found for the in-plain resistivity component, ( ).
B. Effect of pressure on magnetic ordering and electronic transport
The elastic neutron diffraction is the way to directly verify the effect of hydrostatic pressure on magnetic ordering. Here we use the single-crystal of Co1/3NbS2 from the same batch as for transport experiments. We identify magnetic peaks that match the magnetic structure determined earlier [42] . The temperature dependence of the intensity of reflection [0.5,0.5,0] at ambient pressure, shown in Fig. 2(a) , reveals the long-range magnetic order setting in at 26 K. The wave vector of the superstructure corresponds to the M-point of the first Brillouin zone of the high-temperature phase, and the doubling of the unit cell in the magnetically ordered state. Fig. 2 (b) shows the variation of scattering intensity around [0.5,0.5,0] at 10 K under pressure, up to the complete disappearance of the signal around 1.7 GPa. This observation verifies the primary claim behind the phase diagram of Co1/3NbS2 previously inferred from transport measurements [44] . The evolution ( ) under pressure up to 1.6 GPa has been already described in Ref. [44] , where the magnetic ordering temperature was related to the minimum in ( / ). Here we extend the transport measurements under pressure by measuring resistivity in direction perpendicular to layers and by extending the pressure range well above the critical value. Fig. 3 shows that in the pressure range between 1.7 GPa and 2.36 GPa ( ) becomes progressively more featureless below 30K and acquires the ordinary metallic temperature dependence at higher pressures. There is an observable change in slope at some temperature that monotonously decreases between 17 K at 1.52 GPa and 7 K at 2.36 GPa. We have extended our measurements down to 60 mK in the pressure range between 2.0 and 2.4 GPa, motivated by some previous findings of superconductivity in the vicinity of magnetically ordered phase [7, 26, 63, 64] . No superconductivity was observed in that pressure range, or at any other point in the investigated pressure-temperature phase diagram. Interestingly, the changes in and induced by pressure are opposite in sign in the wide high-temperature range. The upturn in ( ), related to magnetic ordering at ambient pressure, diminishes upon rising the pressure. The temperature of minimum steadily declines under pressure. The minimum persists to pressures slightly above 1.7 GPa, and ( ) maintains multiple inflections in the low temperature region even at higher pressure. Another feature of in-plane electrical resistivity ( ) that appears at pressures above 3 GPa is shown in Fig. 4 . The figure shows the data normalized to electrical resistivity at 6 K. The minimum in electrical resistivity gets increasingly pronounced as the pressure is increased. It shows close to 1 K at 3.2 GPa, followed by a logarithmic upturn upon further cooling, reminiscent of the behavior found in impurity Kondo systems [65, 66] . The temperature of the minimum increases with pressure, suggesting the increase of Kondo temperature with pressure.
Based on these experimental results, we present the new version of the P-T phase diagram of Co1/3NbS2 in Fig 
C. Magnetic susceptibility and frustration
Fig. 6(a) shows our results for magnetic susceptibility of Co1/3NbS2 measured below room temperature. The two curves correspond to configurations with the magnetic field oriented parallel and perpendicular to c-axis. The susceptibility follows the Curie-Weiss law, ( ) = 0 + − , from the highest measured temperature to below 100 K. As usual, 0 represents temperatureindependent contribution resulting from diamagnetism and Pauli paramagnetism, stands for the Curie constant, and is the Curie-Weiss temperature [67] . For the system of identical magnetic ions, the Curie constant is given by their concentration and the square of their magnetic moment 〈 ⃗ 2 〉, = 〈 ⃗ 2 〉/3k B . Using the concertation of Co ions in Co1/3NbS2 for , our measurements give √〈 ⃗ 2 〉 = (3.17 ± 0.03) , = (−170 ± 5) and 0 = (0.6 ± 0.5) × 10 −4 emu/mol Oe, for the magnetic field the of 1 T applied parallel to ab-plane, and √〈 ⃗ 2 〉 = (3.13 ± 0.05) , = (−160 ± 5) and 0 = (1.5 ± 0.5) × 10 −4 emu/mol Oe, for the magnetic field of 1 T applied along c-axis. These values are within the range of those reported earlier. Surprisingly, the Curie-Weiss behavior in Co1/3NbS2 is obeyed down to temperatures much lower than | |. The Curie-Weiss temperature is also much higher than the magnetic ordering temperature, with the "factor of frustration", | | / , being bigger than 6. [68] Both facts witness strong magnetic frustration, as in non-frustrated systems the deviation from Curie-Weiss law is expected to appear at temperature comparable to 2| |, [68] whereas the magnetic ordering is expected to occur at ∼ | | . For sure, the magnetic frustration in Co1/3NbS2 is partly rooted in the triangular arrangement of Co within Co sub-layers [28] . On the other hand, it may also come from competing magnetic couplings reaching beyond nearest-neighbors. The type of resulting long-range order may provide a clue, as explained in Section IV.C and Appendix A. The magnetic susceptibility measured in field-cooled (FC) regime, with the magnetic field pointing along c-axis, is enhanced below , compared to one measured in zero-field-cooled (ZFC) regime, as shown in the inset in Fig. 6 (a). In Fig. 6 (b) we also present ac-magnetic susceptibility measurements that show transition at 26 K accompanied with a substantial amount of signal below the transition temperature that indicates the ferromagnetic character of the ordered state. This indicates that as soon as magnetic moments order antiferromagnetically in the ab-plane [42] , they undergo canting along c-axis, responsible for ferromagnetic response below phase transition observed in ac and dc magnetic susceptibilities. Usually, this kind of behavior is considered as the result of antisymmetric exchange contribution (Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (D-M) interaction) to the magnetic exchange interaction [69] . Notably, the D-M interaction is held responsible for the helical magnetic order in the iso-structural sistercompound Cr1/3NbS2 [40, 41, 70] . In Co1/3NbS2 it explains the enigmatic ferromagnetic behavior reported earlier. [2] It also points at super-exchange as the relevant mechanism of interaction between Co magnetic moments in Co1/3NbS2 [71] .
IV. DISCUSSION AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Understanding electronic transport
We start with the temperature dependence of the in-plane resistivity, ( ), which shows concave curvature between 50 K and 300 K. Similar concave behavior in electrical resistivity was observed in several other systems, as are A15 superconductors [72, 73] , some spinel and skutterudites compounds [74] [75] [76] , other filled cage compounds [77] , and Kondo lattice systems [78] . The common feature appearing in the explanations of such behavior is "an effective dynamic disorder" that scatters electrons and grows upon heating but saturates above some energy/temperature scale. The examples include two/few level systems for the rattling ion in cage compounds and electronic two-level systems produced by crystal field splitting. The concave behavior in resistivity is usually parametrized by extending the usual Bloch-Grüneisen relation by a phenomenological term with thermally activated behavior [72] ,
The relation fits well the temperature dependence of the in-plane resistivity observed in Co1/3NbS2 at ambient pressure, with = (400 ± 30) K, in accordance with previous reports [44, 79] , and with = 3, and 0 = (130 ± 10) K [80]. The parameter 0 in the last term of Eq.(1), the one which brings in the concave behavior, is of the order of magnitude of the Currie-Weiss temperature found in magnetic measurements (Section III.C). Consequently, 0 is also the temperature scale that marks the loss of spatial correlation among magnetic moments. The concave curvature around and above 0 appears as the precursor of the saturation of the electronic scattering on maximal spin disorder in the high temperature limit. The interpretation is similar to one proposed for filled cage compounds, [77] where the rattling atoms, loosely bound within the crystal structure, oscillate within their cages. When fully thermally agitated, these atoms no longer contribute to the rise of configuration entropy. The concave shape that appears in electrical resistivity ( ) is similar to one found in Fig. 1 . The energy/temperature scale comparable to 0 also shows through a minimum in the Seebeck coefficient in Co1/3NbS2. [44] . The concave curvature in ( ) remains preserved under pressure. Fig. 7 (a) shows excellent fits of relation (1) to experimental data of Fig. 3(a) , in the temperature range between 50 K and 300 K. The evolution of the parameters the 2 and 0 under pressure is shown in Fig. 7(b) . The parameter 2 , which stands for coupling of conducting electrons to magnetic disorder, exhibits monotonic increase under pressure. In comparison, the characteristic energy scale 0 shows smaller and non-monotonic pressure dependence. Regarding the first term in Eq. (1), the Debye temperature shows the expected increase under pressure, whereas the coupling 1 does not change significantly. In contrast to the in-plane resistivity in the high-temperature range between 50 K and room temperature, the resistivity along c-axis decreases under pressure. The changes of opposite signs signify different roles that Co atoms have in electric transport in two directions. In both cases the changes are probably governed by the amplification of coupling between Co-orbitals and itinerant electrons of the NbS2 layers: For the in-plane transport, where the spin disorder atoms acts primarily as the scattering source, the amplified coupling under pressure leads higher resistivity. Conversely, in the c-axis direction, where Co-atoms act as bridges for electronic transport between layers, the resistivity decreases as the coupling improves under pressure. Eq. (1) does not address the low-temperature features in Co1/3NbS2, with deviations between experimental data and fits to (1) starting to show below 50 K. The deviations include the effects of magnetic ordering on electrical transport, and probably the effects of low energy excitations in the highly frustrated magnetic system. The effects of magnetic ordering on resistivity parallel and perpendicular to layers are opposite in sign. Together with opposite effects of pressure on and at higher temperature, this reflects again very different roles that coupling of NbS2 planes to Co-orbitals has in transport in two directions. The downturn in the in-plane resistivity upon AF ordering at ambient pressure reflects the reduction of scattering of itinerant electrons on the spin disorder. The simultaneous rise in implies that the Co orbitals are less helpful in c-axis transport in the magnetically ordered state. We propose that the responsible mechanism is related to spin-blockage, going as follows: all Co-orbitals are filled or empty, well below or above the Fermi energy, with the Hund's coupling that sets the spin state of Co. The single-electron transfer between NbS2 planes that utilizes a Co-orbital is accompanied by the change of Co (intermediate or final) spin state. Energetically, this local change of the Co spin state matters less in the magnetically disordered state than in AF ordered state, where it locally breaks the magnetic order. In consequence, the electron transfer through Co-layers gets less favorable in the ordered state, explaining the rise of the caxis resistivity as the AF order parameter grows below the ordering temperature. The mechanism is conceptually reminiscent of the spin-valve mechanism [81] first proposed by Mott, [82] that addresses the interplay of magnetic order and electric transport that tends to disrupt this order. Apart from these general features, the evolution of ( ) and ( ) under pressure may not be reduced to a simple reduction of the ordering temperature. Under pressure, the system develops several minima and maxima in ( ) below 20 K, and additional inflection points in ( ). These features point to the existence of multiple low energy scales, possibly related to separate scattering mechanisms on a quasi-degenerate magnetic configuration in a frustrated magnetic system. [83] Complex magnetic textures operating in Co1/3NbS2 have been suggested recently even for ambient pressure, as the source of large anomalous Hall effect. [84] Obviously, further experimental research is needed on the evolution of spin dynamics upon temperature and pressure changes, and inelastic neutron scattering and nuclear magnetic resonance appear as promising approaches.
B. Electronic structure in the magnetically ordered state
Ab-initio computations for pristine and 33% Co intercalated 2H-NbS2 have been reported previously in Ref. [43] . The authors claim that the partial density of states (PDOS) related to Nb and S atoms is essentially unchanged upon intercalation, suggesting the applicability of the rigid band approximation throughout the studied materials, CoxNbS2, 0.15 ≤ ≤ 0.55. However, these calculations fail to account for the large charge transfer between Co atoms to NbS2 layers, indicated in previous studies [2, 37, 59] , and do not foresee the change in Nb dz2 band filling. The inconsistency is probably rooted in the omission of electronic correlations on Co. Indeed, previous and current magnetic susceptibility measurements show the applicability of the Currie-Weiss law in the wide temperature range above the magnetic ordering temperature, with big magnetic moment persisting on Co atom. This feature is difficult to catch through DFT calculations for nonmagnetic state without addressing the effects of strong electronic correlations [85] The related effect of strong electronic correlations of widely splitting the cobalt electronic states into parts deeply below and highly above the Fermi level also does not show in the DFT calculations for the nonmagnetic state. [43] . Instead, these calculations produce results where Co-orbitals largely contribute to the density of states near the Fermi level. In contrast, we confine our electronic structure calculations to a magnetically ordered state and include the effects of strong correlations [86] .0 The need to address strong electronic correlations in modeling the electronic structure of Cobased compounds is evident from previous works [87] [88] [89] . These studies suggest that DFT calculations should include the local electronic repulsion U in the DFT+U approach, and ∼ 5 eV was suggested. We made the calculations for several values of U, as the self-consistent determination of U [58] was out of our reach due to the relatively large unit cell of Co1/3NbS2. The results presented below correspond to = 5 eV. The inclusion of U also affects the distribution of electrons across Co orbitals, and produces the value of magnetic moment closer to the one determined experimentally. The crystal structures were relaxed within the calculations. The resulting band structures for 2H-NbS2 and Co1/3NbS2 are shown in Fig. 8 . It turns out, indeed, that the electronic structure of Co1/3NbS2 inherits much from the electronic structure of 2H-NbS2. The band structure of the single-layer NbS2 (not shown) is characterized by a single band at the Fermi level, dominantly composed of Nb orbitals. Correspondingly, the electronic structure of the 2H-NbS2 crystal, with two layers contributing to the unit cell, has two such bands near the Fermi level, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . These bands run as quasi-degenerate throughout most of the -space. The splitting between two bands, produced by the inter-layer hybridization, maximizes around Γ point, whereas no splitting occurs on the topmost surface of the first Brillouin zone (1BZ), at = π . Both bands cross the Fermi level twice between Γ and K points, resulting in the Fermi surface sections shown in Fig. 9 (a). Fig. 9 (a) ) being submerged below the Fermi level. The affected band goes −0.1 eV below the Fermi level at Γ point (see Fig. 8(b) ) and results in the "pot-shaped" Fermi surface section central to Fig. 9 (b) . The bottom of the "pot" represents the portion of the Fermi surface with the Fermi velocity pointing along the z-axis. In Fig. 8 (b) this corresponds to the band crossing the Fermi level along ΓZ direction. This part of the electronic structure of Co1/3NbS2 probably relates to the experimentally observed reduction of electrical resistivity along c-axis and lower resistivity anisotropy in the intercalated compound. Upon closer inspection, it turns out that the reasons for bigger hybridization between NbS2 planes in Co1/3NbS2 are twofold. In part, it is related to the NbS2 layers slightly approaching upon the intercalation, accompanied by the corrugation of the NbS2 layers around Co atoms. Another contribution comes from the overlap between Co-orbitals and orbitals of niobium and sulfur atoms. The relative importance of two mechanisms may be estimated by comparing the band structure of relaxed 2H-NbS2, the band structure of Co1/3NbS2, and the band structure of NbS2 where the spatial arrangement of Nb and S atoms are identical as in Co1/3NbS2 (detailed in Appendix C). The first mechanism appears as dominant, although the contribution of Coorbitals to various bands at the Fermi level is also present, and particularly pronounced at the flat bottom section of the "pot-shaped" Fermi surface section of Co1/3NbS2 (see Appendix B for further details). The contribution of particular atoms and orbitals to the electronic structure is best seen through the projected density of states in 2H-NbS2 and Co1/3NbS2, shown in Fig. 10 (a) -(c). The part of the spectrum around the Fermi energy in Fig. 10 (a) includes contributions from two conduction bands in 2H-NbS2, discussed already in relation to Fig. 8(a) . This part of the spectrum is split in half by the Fermi level, justifying the "half-filled conduction band" lingo for 2H-NbS2. The corresponding part of the spectrum for Co1/3NbS2, shown in Fig. 10(b) , is similar in shape, but differently positioned relative to the Fermi level. The position of the Fermi level in Co1/3NbS2 corresponds to 5/6 filling of the "conduction-band" and roughly relates to the charge transfer of 2 electrons from Co ion into the NbS2 bands, suggested by the earlier experimental studies [2, 37, 59] . Additionally, the contribution of Co to DOS is rather weak in the same energy range, suggesting the rigid band picture being reasonable for Co1/3NbS2. However, a closer look reveals the conduction band section of the spectrum having bigger energy extension in Co1/3NbS2, than in 2H-NbS2, accompanied by some redistribution in the density of states. The morphing of electronic dispersions upon intercalation, discussed in relation to Fig. 8 , originate from the appearance of non-equivalent Nb and S sites in Co1/3NbS2, and slightly bigger inter-layer hybridization. The contribution of Co-orbitals to states at the Fermi level can be visualized by using the Fermisurfer viewer [90] . The largest contribution from Co-orbitals shows at the bottom of the "pot-like" part of the Fermi surface (Appendix B, Fig. A3 ). This is also the part of the Fermi surface where the dispersion along the c-axis direction is most pronounced, signifying the contribution of Co-orbitals to the c-axis conductivity. The contribution of Co-orbitals is much stronger in parts of the DOS spectra far from the Fermi level. The crystal field splitting and electronic correlation effects give rise to Co d orbitals contributing in energy ranges between -7 and -5.5 eV below the Fermi level and between 0.5 and 2 eV above the Fermi level, as shown in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(c) . The width of these parts of DOS spectra speaks about the hybridization of Co-orbitals with niobium d and sulfur p orbitals. We have also extracted the spin-density distribution from out DFT calculation. The illustration of spin-density distributions along various crystalline cuts may be found in Appendix D, Fig.  A5 . Our calculations give the spin-density on Nb atoms that is two orders of magnitude smaller than on Co ions. This is consistent with previous experimental work on magnetization density distribution in Mn0.25TaS2 [91] , where maximum spin density in conducting plane is 3% of the spin density at the Mn site. We find that the spin density around Nb atoms located immediately above and below Co ions is polarized oppositely to the spin density on the Co ions, speaking in favor of the "spin-valve" mechanism proposed in Section III.A. The local magnetic moment found in our DFT calculations is 〈 α 〉 DFT = 2.6 per Co, 13% smaller than ideal value of 〈 α 〉 ideal = 3 = 3 for = 3/2 and = 2. The deviation is comparable to one found from our high-temperature susceptibility measurements, where our result for (√〈 ⃗ 2 〉) exp = 3.15 is 18,6% percent smaller than ideal value of (√〈 ⃗ 2 〉) ideal = √ ( + 1) ≈ 3.87 [92] . Apart from the effect of hybridization, the Co magnetic moment calculated within DFT calculations depends on the parameter U within the DFT+U scheme. The calculated magnetic moment does not change significantly with pressure, decreasing less than 3% from ambient pressure to 2 GPa. We have also calculated the compressibility of Co1/3NbS2. The results amount to 0.003 GPa -1 along the ab-plane and 0.004 GPa -1 along the c-axis. The experimental estimate, based on the shift of Bragg peaks under pressure in elastic neutron scattering measurements, amounts to 0.004 GPa -1 in the ab-plane. The geometry of the experimental setup did not permit to evaluate the c-axis compressibility separately.
C. Mechanisms of suppression of the magnetic ordering
Several mechanisms for suppression of the AF ordering under pressure were proposed in the previous study [44] and already mentioned in the Introduction. Here we address those scenarios in the light of our new experimental finding, ab-initio and model calculations. The first scenario was motivated by the observation of strong dependence of Co magnetic moment ( ) on the concentration of intercalated cobalt in CoxNbS2, accompanied by the systematic variation of the c-axis lattice constant ( ) [43] . This correlation opens the possibility for the causal relation between the value of the c-axis lattice constant and Co magnetic moment, and the scenario where the Co magnetic moment is strongly reduced in Co1/3NbS2 under pressure, as the consequence of the c-axis lattice constant getting smaller. Our DFT+U calculations for pressurized material at = 1/3, bring no support for this scenario. The second scenario was based on the Doniach phase diagram, [45] and the assumption that the coupling 0 between magnetic moments (on Co atoms) and the electron gas (within NbS2 planes) increases under pressure. The increase of 0 under pressure relates to increasing overlap between metallic bands within NbS2 planes and Co-orbitals hosting the magnetic moment. The assumption is consistent with the observed rise of under pressure in magnetically disordered phase ( Fig. 3(a) ), as well as with the enhancement of the c-axis conductivity under pressure ( Fig. 3(b) , inset). To recall, the Doniach phase diagram explores the competition between magnetic ordering temperature scale ( ) and the Kondo temperature ( ) when both are determined by the same coupling 0 . The suppression of magnetic ordering in the Doniach diagram occurs when the AF-ordering temperature , driven by the RKKY magnetic coupling, ∝ , ∝ 0 2 , gets inferior to the Kondo temperature ∝ −const./ 0 , with denoting the electronic density of states at the Fermi level. There are several objections to this scenario operating in Co1/3NbS2. The observation of the ferromagnetic component in magnetically ordered state suggests the relevance of the super-exchange magnetic interaction between Co magnetic moments, the one not addressed within the Doniach picture. Moreover, the analysis of magnetic ordering, to be presented below, suggests that RKKY is not at all the dominant coupling between Co magnetic moments. And finally, the assumption of Kondo temperature under critical pressure ( ≈ 1.7 ) getting comparable to the ordering temperature, ≈26 K at ambient pressure, is at odds with our observation of the resistivity minimum around 1 K at 3 GPa and above. Therefore, the Doniach mechanism is probably not the appropriate framework for discussing the phase diagram of Co1/3NbS2. Here we would like to mention two different types of Kondo screening that in principle might be possible and could contribute to the experimentally observed AF order suppression. Those mechanisms are independent of the dominant type of interaction between magnetic moments on Co ions. It is established theoretically that S=3/2 can be effectively Kondo screened, either fully or partially ("underscreening"), depending on the number of coupled screening channels [93] [94] [95] [96] . Spatially selective partial Kondo screening was also suggested as a possible scenario in highly frustrated Kondo lattice systems [97] . Fig. 11 . The phase diagram for the model of layers of interacting spins, as emerging from the calculation in Appendix A. The horizontal axis measures the next-to-nearest neighbor interaction within the layer, 2 , relative to antiferromagnetic in-plane nearest-neighbor interaction 1 . The vertical axis measures the strength of the nearest-neighbor interaction between successive layers, 1 ′ . The legend in the inset associates the regions within the phase diagram with the type of periodicity of magnetic ordering. The letters M, K, and Γ correspond to usual labels for high symmetry q-points of the 2D Brillion zone (Fig. A2, Appendix B) of the magnetically unordered system. IC stands for ordering incommensurate or high-order commensurate with respect the lattice of magnetically unordered system. The cross-hatched triangle (M) in the central lower part of the diagram corresponds to the ordered phase experimentally observed in Co1/3NbS2. The contour plot represents the ordering temperature ({ }), as obtained from the calculation which takes into account the fluctuations around the mean-field solution. The ordering temperature goes to zero in the limit 1 ′ → 0, and close to the right boundary of the M -phase ( 2 = 0).
The third scenario relies on the competition between different types of coupling between magnetic moments and the assumption of their relative change under pressure. Here we explore a version of this scenario within the classical Heisenberg model for the layered 3D magnetic system, whose geometry follows the spatial arrangement of Co-atoms in Co1/3NbS2. The model includes the nearest-neighbor (nn) in-plane coupling 1 , and nearest-neighbor (nn) out-of-plane coupling 1 ′ , and the next-to-nearest-neighbor (nnn) in-plane coupling 2 ,. The in-plane nnn coupling 2 is required to stabilize the type of magnetic ordering observed experimentally. In the same manner, the inclusion of further couplings, like next-to-nearest-neighbor out-of-plane coupling, turns irrelevant [98] . Appendix A gives the details of the calculation of the magnetic phase diagram in the in 1 , 2 and 1 ′ space. In short, we explore spin arrangements of various periodicity and find the one with the highest ordering temperature in the mean-field approximation, and within the spherical model based on the same Heisenberg Hamiltonian. Both approaches produce the same type of ordering. The difference appears in the calculation of the transition temperature, where the latter approach simultaneously accounts for contributions of all spin configurations in the free energy, essentially capturing the effect of spin fluctuations. In cases where different spin configurations are quasi-degenerate in energy, this produces a significantly reduced ordering temperature compared to one obtained within the mean field approximation. The resulting phase diagram is shown in Fig. 11 . The cross-hatched triangle in Fig. 11 marks the "M-phase", with the super cell and order parameter periodicity consistent with experimental observations (the hexagonal ordering of the first kind). The inplane wave-vector of magnetic superstructure then corresponds to M point at the Brilluoin zone boundary of the unordered system (hence the label). The stabilization of this phase dictates dominant antiferromagnetic 1 , somewhat weaker antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling 1 ′ , and finite antiferromagnetic 2 . The vertically hatched tringle in the lower left corner of the phase diagram denotes AF ordering with a periodicity corresponding to the wave-vector of the K point at the Brilluoin zone boundary of the unordered system (hence named the K-phase). The horizontally hatched region in the top left corner of the phase diagram denotes the phase ferromagnetically ordered within Co-layers and antiferromagnetically ordered in a direction perpendicular to layers. Finally, the lightly colored region represents magnetic super-structures incommensurate with the basic unit cell, or high-order commensurate structures, with the wavevector changing continuously across the phase diagram (termed IC-phase). It is important to emphasize that none of the magnetic structures apart from the M-phase have been observed experimentally in Co1/3NbS2. Fig. 11 helps to understand the physical origin of couplings in Co1/3NbS2, as well as the origin of the ordering collapse that occurs under pressure. We start by considering two mechanisms contributing to each coupling (the direct interaction of magnetic dipoles is neglected due to relatively large distances between Co atoms). One contribution is coming from super-exchange (SE) [99] [100] [101] [102] , and the other one comes from the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) mechanism [103-105], = + ( = 1 , 1 ′, 2 ). Note that the presence of SE mechanism is indicated in Co1/3NbS2 through the appearance of week ferromagnetic component in the ordered state, probably related to the D-M interaction terms that accompany SE under certain conditions [106] . In general, the SE mechanism uses all unoccupied or fully occupied orbitals along the paths that connect two magnetic moments, with dominant contribution coming from orbitals close in energy and having better overlap with those hosting the magnetic moment. SE coupling is expected to decay exponentially with distance. In most cases, it turns to be anti-ferromagnetic in character, becoming ferromagnetic (FM) only under special circumstances where it is much weaker. In Co1/3NbS2, the super-exchange interaction between Co magnetic moments in the same layer predominantly utilizes the S orbitals, whereas the inter-layer interaction is expected to include Nb as well as S orbitals. Contrary to that, the RKKY mechanism involves only metallic gas, based on partially filled atomic orbitals, to mediate magnetic interaction [103] [104] [105] . It is characterized by a slower, power-law decrease with distance, with the alternations in sign over characteristic distance set by the Fermi wave-vector of the mediating electron gas. Invariably, the RKKY coupling at short distances is ferromagnetic. As the metallic bands in Co1/3NbS2 consist predominately of Nb dorbitals, the RKKY interaction relies on the effective hybridization (and resulting Kondo coupling 0 ) between these Nb orbitals and those Co orbitals that contribute to the local magnetic moment. According to calculations, the Fermi liquid within NbS2 planes is predominantly characterized by circular Fermi surface of the quasi-2D electron gas [107] . The couplings between conduction bands and Co magnetic moments above and below NbS2 plane are equal by symmetry. Fig. 12 shows the variation of the RKKY interaction over distance , which is for a 2D electron gas given with [108] :
(2) with the Fermi wave-number corresponding to charge-doped NbS2 layers, (Fig A2 (a) in Appendix B) and with standing for the electronic density of states at the Fermi level. 0,1 and 0,1 denote the Bessel functions of the first and the second kind, respectively. For convenience, the positions of Co atoms below and above metallic layer are also shown in Fig.  12 . Fig. 12 The spatial variation of the RKKY-part of magnetic interaction between the Co-atom placed in the center and other Co atoms in the same layer (brown/darker dots) and the adjacent layer (orange/lighter dots). The variation follows Eq. (2), with the asymptotic −2 decay in amplitude being compensated for, in order to emphasize the variation in sign. The light and dark areas correspond to ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interaction, whereas dashed circles mark the radii where the interaction changes sign. The Fermi wave number corresponds to one found in DFT calculation for uniformly doped 2H-NbS2 (shown as arrow in Fig. A2 (a) in Appendix B). The RKKY interaction turns ferromagnetic for of-plane nearest neighbor, it is antiferromagnetic for in-plane nearest neighbors, and becomes ferromagnetic again for the in-plane next-to-nearest neighbor.
The figure implies ferromagnetic 1 ′ and 2 , and antiferromagnetic 1 . Out of three couplings, only 1 matches the sign required for the stabilization of the M-phase. This implies that SE and RKKY contributions come with opposite signs in 1 ' and 2 , with antiferromagnetic SE contributions prevailing at ambient pressure. SE also contributes to 1 , with the antiferromagnetic 1 and probably antiferromagnetic 1 adding into 1 , the strongest coupling of all, according to the phase diagram in Fig. 11 . We expect 2 to be significantly weaker than 1 ,as | 2 |, | 2 | ≪ | 1 |, as a bigger distance and a significantly bigger number of electron hops are involved in SE coupling between Co atoms in 2 . This positions our system near the left edge of M-phase in Fig. 11 . Moreover, the competition between oppositely signed SE and RKKY contributions in 2 and 1 ′ suggests the evolution of the system under the pressure. The increase in the amplitude of the RKKY couplings under pressure, dominantly coming from the increase of Kondo coupling 0 , experimentally corroborated by the increase of the c-axis conductivity and the decrease of the in-plane conductivity in the high-temperature phase with pressure, suggests that 2 / 1 and 1 ′ / 1 decrease under pressure. This shifts the system further towards the lower-left edge of the M-phase in Fig.  11 . The shift leads to a decrease in ordering temperature, as suggested by Fig. 11 , up to the full collapse of the AF order upon reaching the edge of the M-phase. In summary, we propose that the nature of magnetic ordering in Co1/3NbS2 is decisively influenced by magnetic in-plane next-to-nearest neighbor interaction 2 , composed of opposing contributions from SE and RKKY mechanisms. The partial to the full cancelation of these contributions is responsible for relatively low AF ordering temperature at ambient pressure and its progressive reduction under pressure, up to full suppression of ordering.
V. CONCLUSION
Our elastic neutron scattering experiments showed6 the suppression of magnetic ordering in Co1/3NbS2 above 1.7 GPa, indicated earlier by transport measurements. The new in-plane electric transport measurements reveal the Kondo-impurity-like scattering above 3 GPa. For the first time in magnetically-intercalated TMD's, we measure the electrical resistivity in the direction perpendicular to layers, demonstrating the unusual rise in resistivity upon entering the magnetically ordered phase. Being related to magnetic ordering, the upturn disappears upon suppression of magnetic ordering by pressure. We propose that the reduction of electrical conductivity in the direction perpendicular to layers is related to the diminished probability of the inter-layer electron transfer via Co atom, as the energy required for the spin-flip process on Co is higher in the magnetically ordered state. Our magnetic susceptibility measurements at ambient pressure and low-temperatures point to canting of ordered magnetic moments on Co, finite Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, and relevance of super-exchange in magnetic couplings in Co1/3NbS2. Several mechanisms of suppression of magnetic ordering under pressure have been explored in the paper. Our ab-initio calculations do not indicate a significant reduction of Co magnetic moment under pressure. We presented arguments against Doniach mechanism operating in Co1/3NbS2. Our support goes to a scenario with several types of magnetic interactions competing in Co1/3NbS2, coming from different mechanisms, and their balance qualitatively being shifted under pressure. Our modeling, calculations, and analysis suggest that the suppression of the AF order is caused by the increase of RKKY-based in-layer and inter-layer couplings, relative to dominant antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbor in-plane coupling. Further theoretical and experimental work, particularly in the pressure range between 2 and 3 GPa, is desired to explore the nature of the magnetic state and magnetic correlations above the critical pressure. 
APPENDIX A: MODELING MAGNETIC ORDERING
We start with the isotropic Heisenberg model, = − ∑ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ • ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 〈 , 〉 (A.1) that includes nearest-neighbor and next-to-nearest neighbor interactions between spins, with 〈 , 〉 denoting the summation over pairs of sites, as usual [106] . As usual, in the mean-field approximation (MFA) the average spin at site , 〈 ⃗ 〉 is calculated from the effective single-site Hamiltonian , featuring the effective local field ⃗⃗ loc , reflecting the average interaction of spin ⃗⃗⃗⃗ with neighboring spins,
In the vicinity of the ordering transition, the effective local field is expected to be small, loc < , the Currie limit applies, with 〈 ⃗ 〉 depending linearly on ⃗⃗ loc , [67] . corresponds to the critical temperature of the system in the mean field approximation, (MFA) .
The corresponding eigenvector represents the spin configuration (a type of ordered phase) that system acquires upon ordering (the degeneracy in spin components allowing for helicoidal configurations). The approach can be applied to any system of interacting spins: ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, frustrated, including a random network of spins with arbitrary interaction . For a general system of spins, the approach implies finding the highest eigenvalue of a very large matrix, but for a periodic lattice of spins, the dimension of the problem may be reduced, as usual, through Fourier transformation. The application of the Fourier transformation results in decoupling between spin degrees of freedom corresponding to different wave-vectors ⃗, with each Fourier component of spins satisfying its separate eigenvalue equation. The dimension of the eigenvalue problem, and related number of eigenvalues ( ⃗), then equals the number of spins (magnetic moments) in the unit cell. Similar mean field approach has been applied to study the magnetic ordering of nuclear magnetic moments at very low temperatures [109, 110] . Here we detail the approach for Co0.33NbS2. Specific to Co0.33NbS2, the crystallographic unit contains two inequivalent Co (spin) sites, lying in successive Co-layers. The primitive unit cell is shown as rhombus delimited by the dashed lines in Fig. A1 , with the first type of Co sites positioned at rhombus vertices (dark/brown circles), and the second type of Co sites lying within the rhombus interior (light/orange circles). The figure reveals each Co atom having six nearest Co neighbors within the same layer (red circles), and 6 (3+3) Co sites in layers below and above (yellow circles). The related coupling constants in the spin-model are denoted by 1 and 1 ′, respectively. These coupling enter the simplest 3D model capable of producing AF order within and perpendicular to Co-layers. It turns, however, that these two couplings are insufficient to produce the particular AF order observed in Co0.33NbS2 (the hexagonal ordering of the first kind, [42] ). The minimal model capable of producing the required phase demands for magnetic couplings beyond nearestneighbors. The minimal extension requires introducing coupling 2 , between next-to-nearest neighbors within Co-layer [111] . In remaining, we use ⟨ ⃗ ,1 ⟩ and ⟨ ⃗ ,2 ⟩ to denote the thermal average of spin operators at two inequivalent crystallographic sites, and ⃗ 1, ⃗⃗ and ⃗ 2, ⃗⃗ to denote their Fourier components, with ⃗⃗ running over the Bravais lattice sites of the crystal, and ⃗ lying within the first Brillouin zone. After Fourier transformation, the two spin degrees of freedom remain coupled in a 2 2eigenvalue problem for the mean field ordering temperature, ( 2 ) .
The highest eigenvalue that corresponds to the mean-filed ordering temperature is given by The wave vector ⃗ corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue determines the periodicity in magnetic order that emerges within the mean-field approach. The corresponding eigenvector determines the type of ordering. The type of ordering preferred by a particular type of coupling can be readily determined from expressions for 11 ( ⃗) and 12 ( ⃗). The antiferromagnetic intra-layer coupling 1 prefers frustrated AF order within the layer, triple degenerated in the direction parallel to planes, at wave vectors
The ordering in the direction perpendicular to layers requires the interlayer coupling, with the nearest-neighbor interlayer-coupling 1 ′ coming as a first choice. Alone, antiferromagnetic 1 ′ prefers the ordered phase that is ferromagnetic within layers, and antiferromagnetically alternates in the direction perpendicular to layer, corresponding to ordering wave-vector ⃗ = (0,0,0), (A.12) as two layers participate in the unit cell of Co1/3NbS2. Combined, antiferromagnetic 1 and small antiferromagnetic 1 ′ , produce the long range order at ordering wave-vector (0, ± 4 3 , 0) , (± 2 √3 , ± 2 3 , 0)
corresponding to K-points of the first Brillouin zone, and supercell in real space that is three times bigger the original unit cell. This ordering differs from one experimentally observed in Co0.33NbS2, described by the wave-vector (± 2 √3 , 0,0) , (± √3 , ± , 0)
corresponding to the -points of the Brilluoin zone, and doubled unit cell. Thus the need for an extension of the minimal model, coming through 2 . The full phase diagram for 1 − 1 ' − Going beyond the mean field approach, another method to capture the properties of the phase diagram for a given model through approximate yet direct calculation is based on replacing the Heisenberg model by the corresponding spherical model [112] . There, the spins in Eq. (A.1) are treated as classical fields, operating under additional the global constraint, ∑ ⃗ 2 = ⋅ ( + 1). The spherical model approach predicts the same ordered phases across the phase diagram as the mean field treatment, whereas the ordering temperature is calculated by simultaneously accounting for contributions from all spin configurations. The formula for in the spherical model employs all of the eigenvalues ( ⃗) encountered in the mean field approach and reads [113] .
Here 1 stands for the volume of the unit cell of the crystal lattice and ⃗ integration runs over the corresponding first Brilluoin zone. First, the Fermi level in parent compound should be shifted to account for the charge transfer of approximately 2 electrons per Co ion into the NbS2 planes. Second, the resulting Fermi surfaces should be folded from initial hexagonal IBZ of 2H-NbS2 into the six-fold smaller orthorhombic IBZ of AF ordered Co1/3NbS2. The folding process is sketched in the = 0 plane in Fig. A2 . The folding goes in two steps. First, we fold second and third BZ of hexagonal Co1/3NbS2 and obtain 6 cylindrical FSs: four smaller ones (full and dashed green and blue lines) and two larger ones (full and dashed orange). The second folding goes from the hexagon drawn in red in Fig. A2 (b) into the twofold smaller BZ represented as the rectangle drawn in green in Fig. A2 (c) . As visible from Fig. A2 (b) and Fig. A2 (c) , only the large orange circles are affected by the last folding. The final result, shown in Fig. A2 (c) , contains six Fermi surface segments, arising from six bands. The folding procedure makes it easier to understand the morphing of the whole Fermi surface of 2H-NbS2 ( Fig. 9 (a) ) into the Fermi surface of Co1/3NbS2 ( Fig. 9 (b) ). The comparison of the folding results and the electronic structure for Co1/3NbS2 of Fig. 8b ) and Fig. 9 (b) ) permits to spot the main effect of the intercalation on the electronic dispersion: Fig.  A2 (c) contains six Fermi surface segments, arising from six bands, whereas the electronic structure results for Co1/3NbS2 accounts only for five Fermi surface segments crossing the = 0 plane. The corresponding five bands closely resemble to the bands found in 2H-NbS2. Fig.  A3 , produced through the Fermisurfer software, [90] shows all the sections of the Fermi surface through the first Brillouin zone and resolves the mystery of the missing Fermi surface segment. The sixth band in Co1/3NbS2 develops much stronger dispersion in the direction perpendicular to layers than any other band in 2H-NbS2 or Co1/3NbS2 that crosses the Fermi level. The corresponding Fermi surface segment is shown in the last raw of Fig A5. This "pot-shaped" segment of the Fermi surface features the significant "pot-bottom" part where the Fermi velocity points along the c-axis direction. Fig. A3 also provides insight into the relative importance of Co, Nb and S orbitals in forming states at the Fermi surface. The most interesting fact to observe in Fig. A3 is that the contribution of Co orbitals to states in Fermi surface, relatively low in general, maximizes in the "pot-bottom" part of the "pot-shaped" segment of the Fermi surface. This is also the only significant part of the Fermi surface with substantial the z-axis component of the Fermi velocity, likely to contribute to the electric conductivity in a direction perpendicular to layers. High intensity of S contribution in the same region suggests that Nb-S-Co link provides conducting channel that is relatively important for c-axis electronic transport. These observations come atop a general one of the largest share belonging to Nb2 orbitals.
APPENDIX B: BAND STRUCTURE EVOLUTION THROUGH FOLDING
Their share approximately doubles the one belonging to Nb1 orbitals, a mere consequence of the crystal structure containing twice as much Nb2 atoms than Nb1 atoms. It may also be noted that the total contribution of S orbitals is comparable to that of Nb1. The respective contributions per atom are not comparable, however, as S atoms are six fold more abundant in the crystal than Nb1 atoms. In turn, the shares per atom are comparable for S and Co ions. 
APPENDIX C. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE IN "CO-DEFORMED" 2H-NBS2 CRYSTAL
To deconstruct the sources of differences in electronic structures of 2H-NbS2 and Co1/3NbS2, we have calculated electronic spectra for several "auxiliary/artificial crystals." Here we show the electronic structure for the NbS2 crystal, conveniently labeled "d-NbS2", where niobium and sulfur atoms are positioned identically as in (DFT relaxed) Co1/3NbS2 crystal. The charge transfer from Co to NbS2 layers is simulated by including two additional electrons per three NbS2 formula units into the calculation, whereas the overall charge neutrality is maintained by adding an appropriate homogenous background charge. Regarding the NbS2 planes, the difference concerning the situation experienced in Co1/3NbS2 is twofold: Co-orbitals are not present to hybridize with; the Coulomb potential of Co 2+ ions that strongly varies within the unit (super-)cell in Co1/3NbS2 is replaced by the energy offset produced by homogeneously distributed background charge. The results of the calculation are shown in Fig. A4 . The bands that cross the Fermi level along Γ − line in Fig. A4 can be easily related to those appearing in Co1/3NbS2 and 2H-NbS2 (Section IV.B and Appendix B). The bands that meet the Γ point at 1.1 eV and 0.1 eV in Fig.  A4 correspond to those already present in the same part of the Brillouin zone in 2H-NbS2 ( "original-Γ" states). Their splitting at Γ point is substantially bigger than in 2H-NbS2 ( Fig. 8(a) ), indicating a bigger inter-layer overlap in d-NbS2 than in 2H-NbS2. In part, the change is probably related to the smaller c-axis lattice constant in d-NbS2. The splitting between bands further increases in Co1/3NbS2 (see Fig. 8(b) ), pointing to further inter-layer hybridization occurring through Co orbitals. Fig. A4 . The calculated electronic band structure for "d-NbS2" crystal structure, where niobium and sulfur atoms are positioned identically as in Co1/3NbS2.
The bundle of bands meeting the Γ point around 0.2 eV in Fig. A4 relate to the bundle of bands around K point in 2H-NbS2 ( Fig. 8(a) ) ("original-K" states) through zone refolding. These states are close in energy to the lower of "original-Γ" states discussed above. The big relative shift in energy between "original-Γ" and "original-K" pockets, accompanied by sizable electron transfer between pockets, occurs in Co1/3NbS2. The shift can be traced to the Coulomb shifts in energy produced by Co ions, significantly varying within the expanded unit cell in real space, as well between the center and the edge of the original first Brillouin zone. Notably, the band structure of "d-NbS2" does not show the "pot-like" 3D Fermi surface of Co1/3NbS2 discussed in Appendix B. Thus, the study of "d-NbS2" helps to spot and understand the significant changes in electronic structures between 2H-NbS2 and Co1/3NbS2. It also points to the limits of the rigid-band approximation as the most straightforward approach to the electronic structure of Co1/3NbS2. Fig. A5 shows contour plots of spin density across several crystal cross-sections in Co1/3NbS2, as obtained from our Quantum ESPRESSO DFT calculations. First, the spin density variation throughout the Nb plane is two orders of magnitude lower than around Co ions. For this reason, we restrict the plotting range to a few percents of the total spin-density variation. Second, Fig.  A5 (b) and Fig. A5(c) show that the spin polarization on Co and neighboring S atoms are of the same polarity, suggesting spin "overflow" from Co-orbitals to S orbitals. The effective Comagnetic moment, as obtained from our calculation, originates from the integration of the spin density over the space "occupied" only by Co-ion. Third, we observe that spin densities on Co ions are opposite in sign to those of the Nb atoms located immediately above and below (termed "Nb2 sites" in Appendix B. This indicates the magnetic coupling between conduction-band electrons and Co magnetic moment, and very small reduction/screening of the Co-magnetic moment by conducting electrons, as caught here by the DFT calculation.  and c  of 2H-TaSe2 in the whole measured temperature range in the study with smaller anisotropy and without minimum in resistivity along c axis, both studies concluded that this is probably consequence of interlayer shorting, revealing minimum in electrical resistivity as intrinsic behavior. Note however that here, temperature dependence of ab  and c  are more similar in previous
APPENDIX D: SPIN DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
